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MURAL SOURCES BY PAUL MONTGOMERY TO RELEASE
NEW PRODUCT LINE: “NATURA” WALLCOVERINGS
MURALS AND REPEAT PATTERNS ON GRASSCLOTH, PAPERWEAVE, AND
MORE
As always at the High Point Market, designers will be flocking to the show looking
for new and exciting products. This fall, Mural Sources will be introducing their new
product line called “Natura”.
Natura is a collection of murals that combines the high quality digital printing process with organic wall covering substrates. Natura includes a variety of grass
cloths, paper weaves, and raffia. By expanding beyond the standard papers into
these alternate substrates, Mural Sources is multiplying the possibilities for fine art
murals and repeat patterns.

Chiara on grass cloth

The Natura collection includes an extensive set of new repeat patterns for sidewalls. Taken from the Mural Sources library, these designs have been reimagined
and applied to the natural fiber papers to create a synergy of sophistication. Each
pattern comes in many styles and colors, such as block style and ombré.
The founder and creative force behind Mural Sources, Paul Montgomery, says, “We
are excited to bring our new murals to the market to fulfill a rarely explored area of
wall decoration.”
Mural Sources has been a boutique source for high-quality, sophisticated designer
murals since 2015. Building on decades of design experience for hotels, clubs and
luxury residences, Mural Sources has optimized styles from traditional Chinoiserie
murals to elegant Euro-style panoramic scenes. These premium printed murals and
wallpapers can transform any space into a timeless work of art.
For the opportunity to see these new murals first hand, visit booth #M7054 in the
Mezzanine at The Suites at Market Square from October 13th to 17th. To learn
more visit www.muralsources.com or call us at 1-540-337-6494

Grand Damask Ombré on paper weave

Lavish Peonies on paper weave

Chiara on grass cloth

Maysong Aqua on paper weave

detail of Maysong Aqua on paper weave

